Partial List of Resources for Learning More about Racism in America

( hyperlinked for convenience )

Books

How to Be an Anti-Racist
Racism without Racists
Race Matters
The New Jim Crow
Racing to Justice
White Fragility

Videos/Movies

PBS: Race, the Power of An Illusion
The Myth of Race
13th
Just Mercy
On Intersectionality
A Brief History of White Privilege, Racism and Oppression in America
Color Blind or Color Brave
The 1619 Project
How do I Explain Racism to my Black Son?

Articles

White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack
Blueprint for Belonging
Structural Racism
America’s Changing Color Lines
The Other Wealth Gap: Racial Wealth Rift No One is Talking About

Research

The State of Race in America
CSI's Talking About Race Tools White Supremacy
National Equity Atlas
Center for the Study of Ethnicity & Race

Tools

Haas Institute for a Fair and Inclusive Society